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Abstract
Cytokines secreted from cells play critical roles in tissue repair, cancer development and progression. Unfortunately, probing what cells “see”, and what they secrete as they respond in real time to the surrounding signals is still a major challenge. The ultra-low concentration of cytokine (in the pM range), and extremely dynamic, transient cytokine secretion process make cytokine quantification even difficult. By integrating with nanotechnology, biosensors as the analytical devices for the detection of an analyte, that combines a biological component with a physicochemical detector, have demonstrated huge potential for cytokine sensing. In this talk, Liu will summarize her recent research highlights on development of biosensors for detection of cytokines. Firstly, Liu will discuss nanofabrication of sensing interfaces for improving the sensitivity, stability, selectivity and antifouling properties. Then Liu’s talk will present some assay examples for cytokine sensing. Finally Liu will detail the development of optical fibre based biological detection device for spatially localized cytokine monitoring.
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